Article 28th October, 2012
Spiritual pathways
In today’s globalised world, we all human beings
are stressed, not smiling, keeping up with
routines, doing all the duties and responsibilities,
still managing so called having fun, but is that the
truth?????
Do you have love for all humanity???
Do you have peace in your heart????
Do you have harmony with all those humans which
make up the One world???
Spirituality is the understanding of your true self,
your soul qualities and understanding the nature,
the truth, the peace and harmony of the world…
It is all about acquiring the knowledge towards you
highest growth…towards love, peace and
harmony…
The good you find in others, is in you too.
The faults you find in others, are your faults as well.
The possibilities you see in others, are possible for you as well…
The beauty you see around you, is your beauty too…
To change the world, you change yourself as well…
Find love, peace and harmony within your own world, and you will find love, peace and
harmony from all relationships…love and you will be loved too..
Seek to understand and you will be understood too..
Listen quietly and you will be heard too…
Teach others and you will learn too…
Give others and you will receive too..
"In any way that men love me in that same way they find my love: for many are the paths of
men, but they all in the end come to me."
-- Song of God, Bhagavad Gita

Spirit - the life force - exists in everything. It follows, then, that ANY path, any encounter is spiritual if
we have the awareness to see it as such. Going deeper, going higher, emptying, connecting, believing
or disbelieving, bouncing off the bottom, experiencing the heights, in pain, in ecstasy ....
Too often, we search afar for our own purpose when it is in our lives all the time, waiting for us to
express it more openly. Bring greater awareness to each encounter and situation in life. Tune in to
what you are inspired to do, who you are inspired to be. Your answers are waiting for you to pay
attention - every moment!

"...focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity but in
doing it."
-- Greg Anderson

Watch yourself shift from the self‐centered, controlling behaviors of the ego to the power, love and
wisdom of the soul, LOVE, PEACE, HARMONY…………………………………..THE SPIRITUAL PATHWAYS…….
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